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Table 15-a. - Do you think insider trading is prevalent in the Philippines?
Yes
No
Others
I don’t know
Not sure

20
4
2
1
Table 15-b. – Explain.
YES

NO

I have personal knowledge

I have no idea

mga Pinoy pa!

because I haven’t heard of it here

I have acquaintances who do it

not as much as it is abroad

I heard from my insider friends
many famous cases about it
people want to get money fast
Filipino attitude
small community, not so strict on
pursuing, punishing violations
we like to cheat at everything
when there’s smoke, there’s fire
anything is possible in this country
I have heard of stories
I know of some instances
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Table 16-a. -Do you think insider trading is prevalent in the world?
Yes
No
Others
I don’t know

18
4
1
Table 16-b. – Explain.

YES
but not as much as here in the
Philippines
I believe that insider trading is prevalent
in the world because it must exist, there
are prohibitions regarding it.

NO
It’s only prevalent in some countries

Probably so since there had to be a law
to prevent it

the only time I heard of this was Martha
Stewart’s case

Even Martha Stewart did it. Plenty of
people there who are prosecuted

stricter laws

many high-profile cases
as long as there’s a way to make more
money, people do
fast income
depends on regulations available
it seems relatively easy to do
I have read of news articles

Probably it’s limited to corrupt
countries like the Philippines
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Table 17-a. - Would you continue to invest in stocks if insider trading is not
prohibited?
Yes
No
Others
I don’t know

6
16
1
Table 17-b. – Explain.
YES

NO

I would still invest in stocks regardless

I have no interest in stocks

I still want to invest in stocks legally

unfair

I have sources that could help me earn
money

stock market would not be stable

more options

no interest in stocks

my friends would probably inform me

I have a policy against it
the unfair dealing, others will have more
information thus unfair advantage to
others with access to same information
Security of investment. Fairness
considerations
not really interested

Table 18-a. - Do you think that the laws on insider trading are enforced effectively?
Yes
No
Others
No knowledge

2
19
2
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Table 18-b. – Explain.
YES

NO

Probably the stock market has its own
mechanism to prohibit insider trading

personal knowledge

I haven’t heard anything

Laws are not strict enough, people here
don’t follow rules
a lot of people still do it

-2

plenty of corruption
weak enforcement body
I’m only assuming, but given our
background, probably not
they’re that good at hiding, they’re not
caught
a lot of laws are not enforced effectively
here
-2
not even our criminal laws are being
enforced effectively
there are a lot of people who still do it

